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AbstractMotivation is taken seriously by most military forces as it is a crucial for success in militarymissions. As much as motivation is an important factor in the military, knowledge in motivationis equally pertinent for military commanders as part of their human resource managementfunction. Knowledge conceived as conceptual, contextual and operational are pertinent as itemphasizes not only knowing what to do but rather how to interpret what to do into practicalimplications. This paper aims to establish how well military commanders are in motivatingtheir non-commissioned officers (NCOs) and the level of knowledge among militarycommanders in motivating NCOs in the infantry regiments. A quantitative approach was takento determine empirically how satisfied are the NCOs motivated by their military commandersand the level of knowledge in motivating NCOs among military commanders, specifically in theMalaysian Infantry. The findings indicate that 63.3 % of the respondents rated between verysatisfied and satisfied for their military commanders in motivating NCOs and there is asimilarity in the level of knowledge in motivating NCOs among the military commanders in theMalaysian Infantry. The findings imply that although all military commanders have a similarlevel of knowledge in motivating NCOs but not all are able to put their knowledge into practice.The paper will be able to contribute an understanding to motivating NCOs among militarycommanders in the Malaysian Infantry for subsequent measures in enhancing human resourcemanagement in the organization. In addition, from a practical perspective, the study proposesknowledge elicitation of relevant knowledge in motivating NCOs for the purpose of trainingpotential military commanders.
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IntroductionMotivation has always been an emphasis inhuman resource management, whereorganizations are eager not only to knowwhat motivates their employees but mostimportantly how to motivate them. Studiesillustrate that motivation from theorganization or employer perspective is toseek to meet the needs, goals and desires oftheir human resource (Cole, 2004;

Srinivasan, 2008). Wright and Mcmahan(1992) advocate that motivated workersare a critical resource in an organization.Since management is the prime factor inmotivating people, it is pertinent thatorganizational leaders are continuouslyreviewing the means and approaches tosustain motivation among their employees(Dingley, 1986). Likewise in the military,motivation plays an important role as ahighly motivated force is essential to
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succeed in military missions (Primortz,2002; Sergio, 2004; MacCoun, Kier andBelkin, 2005; Blocq, 2010). Historyillustrates those quantitatively inferiorarmies have been able to win battles andconflicts because of their fighting spirit,aggressiveness and high morale broughtabout by motivation (Sergio, 2004). Studiesin the military also indicate that motivationamong soldiers is a critical factor inmanaging human resource in the military(MacCoun et al, 2005; Lewin, 2006; Ben-Dor et al, 2008).According to Greger and Peterson (2000),“A Leader must have a broad knowledge ofthe field which comes from experience aswell as from reading, listening and talkingto people”. In the profile of a leader: theWallenberg effect also depicts that successis largely based on knowledge (Kunich andLester, 1994).Similarly, in the military,efforts have been taken to captureknowledge that is experience-based,practically relevant, insights, and beliefsthat are able to enhance militaryprofessionalism (Sternberg, 2000; Hedlundet al, 2003). Other studies such as Mumfordet al, (2000); Zaccaro et al, (2003) andHelund et al, (2003) have too establishedthe need for acquiring knowledge toimprove the ability of organizationalleaders in performing their responsibilitiesin managing human resource. As themilitary commander’s role in motivation isto understand the needs and desires of hissubordinates and subsequently align themtowards the organizational goals, it is ofutmost importance to have a soundknowledge on what is needed and themanner to influence them. In thisperspective, knowledge becomes a keyresource that enables a militarycommander to be capable in motivatingtheir subordinates (Alonderienne, 2006;Shahwanaz, 2008; Samiolis, 2003)Knowledge is pertinent as it relates to thedomain of action that needs to beundertaken to motivate people towardsaccomplishing a task (Tsoukos, 2000;

Weick, 1995). The importance ofknowledge was also echoed by Guzman(2009) as practical knowledge thatemphasizes on actions in specific contextand by other literatures (Handley et al,2006; Moch, 1990; Yahya and Goh, 2002).Although it is essential to have knowledgein motivating NCOs, it is also pertinent toview knowledge from the perspectives ofconceptual, contextual and operationalwhere they provide the militarycommanders a mental model in pursuing tomotivate NCOs (Shahwanaz et al, 2008).Specifically in the Malaysian Infantry, theMalaysian soldiers have displayed highspirit, comradeship and desire to fightagainst the communist in defending theircountry during the Malayan emergency(Ghows, 2006; Noel, 1987). Soldiers arehighly motivated and willing to sacrifice inperforming their military tasks against thecommunist insurgents (Sharom, 2006).With the laying down of arms by thecommunist insurgents in 1989, theMalaysian Infantry is still responsible insafeguarding the nation’s sovereignty thatrequires the same spirit, comradeship andwillingness to perform their military rolebut in a different environment. In thisperspective, a need to examine whether theNCOs in the Malaysian Infantry are stillmotivated in pursuing their military tasksis necessary. Subsequently, it is alsoimportant to note that the success inmilitary mission does not only depend onthe motivation of the soldiers but also liesin the effectiveness of militarycommanders in motivating them (US Army,1973). In this aspect, the need to examinethe level of knowledge in motivating NCOsamong military commanders in the currentera is necessary. Furthermore, empiricalstudies on motivation in the MalaysianInfantry are limited, which makes thispaper pertinent to provide a fundamentalunderstanding in motivating NCOs for theorganization and military commanders intheir function of human resourcemanagement.
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Literature ReviewUnderstanding the means to influencepeople to work towards organizationalgoals is the basic challenge faced by mostorganizations and the key factor for long-term success is much dependent on howorganizational leaders are able to motivatetheir employees (Simon, 1997; Pfeffer,1998). As influencing people is the leadingfunction of management, motivation playsan important role in that function (Rafikuland Ahmad, 2008). In this viewpoint, it isessential to understand how to motivatepeople for organizations to succeed (Amar,1998). Although knowledge on motivationhas much been developed since Aldefer(1972), Herzberg et al (1959), Maslow(1970), McClelland (1985) and Vroom(1964), the need to continue the study onhow motivation is influenced in the rapidlygrowing environment still prevails. Theterm motivation is often associated withthe measures taken to influence a person toact in a certain way (Bartol and Martin,1998). To make people act in a certain way,it is necessary to understand the minds ofthe people on what will make them act in acertain way and then establish how toinfluence them. In the context of this paper,a working definition for motivation isdescribed as a process to seek the state ofmotivation among NCOs that drives theirdesire in performing military tasks. Variousmotivational theories provide multipledefinitions of motivation. However, Roussel(2000) summarizes the concept ofmotivation to individual behavior thatstipulates it as a process which activates,orientates and sustains behavior towardsthe set objectives. Ryan and Deci (2000a)also support the notion of motivation beingprocess-oriented, which is motivation to be
moved to do something. Generally,motivation theories are categorized in twoapproaches; content theories and processtheories. Content theories explain thespecific thing that motivates employees inthe organization (Mullins, 1985). Itemphasizes the employees’ needs, theirstrength and the goals they desire to

pursue. Content theories tend to explainthe reason for people to be motivated bydifferent ways and different workenvironments. In short, it explains thefactors within the individual that motivatethem. Among the models associated withcontent theories are the rational-economicmodel, the social model and the self-actualizing model. On the other hand,process theories are more concerned withthe manner a behavior is initiated, directedor sustained (Mullins, 1985). It emphasizeson determining how motivation can beinstilled, directed and sustained amongindividuals. Among the models associatedwith process theories are the complexmodel, expectancy-based model and equitytheory of motivation.According to Sternberg (1985), individualsare more prone to learn from experienceand applying it to new problems. Tacitknowledge is not formally taught but learntthrough situational experience (Sternberget al, 2000). Tacit knowledge orknowledge-experience could becategorized into three perspectives,namely; first, interpersonal knowledgewhich is the knowledge about how tointeract effectively with others; second,intrapersonal knowledge which is theknowledge where one learns about oneselfand; third, organizational knowledge whichis about how to act within the organization(Hedlund et al, 1999c; Donnithorne, 1993;Horvath et al, 1998, 1999). Knowledge isalso viewed from an objectivist andsubjectivist approach. From an objectivistapproach, Hedlund (1994) viewsknowledge as objects to be discovered andin identifying it, technology is used tocodify such knowledge (Hansen et al,1999). On the other hand, the subjectivistapproach refers to knowledge as inherentlyidentified and associates with humanexperience and social practice of knowing(Brown and Duguid, 1998; Tenkasi andBolland, 1996). In this perspective,knowledge is continuously shaped by thesocial practice of communities(Voralkulpipat and Rezgui, 2008).
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Knowledge has been viewed differently andargued by several theorists, for instanceknowledge is used as information to makedecisions (Fernandez et al., 2004; Kanter,1999; Tiwana, 2002); Alonderienne et al.,2006), and information that can be madeactionable (Vail, 1999). Knowledge hasbeen contended as the experience, beliefsand values with an understanding of howto use it (Davenport and Prusak, 1998);Schubert et al., 1998; Brown and Duguid,1998). Others have viewed knowledge asmerely an individual’s perception andintention (Samiotis, 2003; Hedlund, 1999;Donnithorne, 1993; Chatzkel, 2002;Shahwanaz, 2008).In the context of military, militarycommanders are expected to be capable ofperforming leader’s responsibilities with ahigh degree of expertise in a variety ofskills. Military commanders assigned toleader’s position must be able todemonstrate their knowledge andleadership skills in a constantly changingsituation in the battlefield and in basecamp. Although military officers are taughtwhat to do in their military training, it isassumed that they gain experience duringtheir operational duties on how to do thetasks learned in formal military training. Iforganizations are able to capture theexperience gained and make it explicit, itcould assist in the development of militaryand organizational leaders to be effective intheir responsibilities of leadership.Relating to individual task, Shahwanaz et al(2008) illustrate that individual knowledgecan be conceived as conceptual, contextualand operational based on Yoshioka et al(2001) knowledge framework forcommunicative actions. Conceptualknowledge relates to an in-depthunderstanding of why a person has toengage in a specific task described in amanner it has to be performed. It refers tobasic principles, procedures or laws of thenature embedded in a human mind and inthe society on how a particular task mustbe executed (Johnson et al, 2002).According to Kim (1993), conceptual

knowledge of know-why implies to anunderstanding of experience. Contextualknowledge is the knowledge thatsurrounds the implementation of a specifictask. More often than not, it relates toknowledge regarding the location of thetask performed and the need of resourcesto accomplish the task, and knowledge thatis temporary relating to when the taskshould be done (Pomeral et al, 2002).Operational knowledge is the core of theknowledge that completes the execution ofthe task. It is also referred to a problem-solving knowledge or domain knowledge(Dhaliwal and Benbasat, 1996).Operational knowledge relates to know-how which at times referred to asdeclarative or procedural knowledge(Schultze and Leidner, 2002). It is thepractical aspect of knowing how toimplement the tasks with the resourcesmade available. Fernandez et al (2004)illustrates that human knowledge isdivided into two forms; tacit knowledgewhich is experiential, intuitive, insights andgut-feelings. It is the subjective andexperience-based knowledge that is notable to be expressed formally and thereforedifficult to share. On the other hand,explicit knowledge refers to one that can beexpressed openly and be sharedsystematically in the form of data,specifications, manuals, drawings, audio,video and others alike. Even though thereis a distinction between tacit and explicitknowledge, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995)believe that tacit and explicit knowledgeare mutually complementary entities,interact with and interchange into eachother in the creative activities of humanbeings (Kathuri, 2002).
Organization SettingThe Malaysian Infantry constitutes of threeinfantry regiments; the Royal MalayRegiment (RMR), Royal Ranger Regiment(RRR) and the Border Regiment (BR). TheMalaysian infantry is the backbone of theMalaysian Army where the prime role is todeny any form of threat or intrusion by
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land or sea. The infantry corp consists ofthirty-nine regiments.
MethodsTo examine the knowledge in motivatingNCOs among military commanders in theMalaysian Infantry (RMR, RRR and BR), asurvey was conducted in which 36 militarycommanders participated. The number ofrespondents was based on Krejcie andMorgan (1970) table for determiningsample size where respondents consists of23 military commanders form the RMR, 8from RRR and 5 from BR. The respondentswere asked to describe their knowledge inmotivating NCOs that is conceptualized asconceptual; an understanding ofmotivation is important among non-commissioned officers and in motivationaltheories and models, contextual; anunderstanding of the various aspects ofpeople, where and when to addressmeasures in motivating non-commissionedofficers and operational knowledge; anunderstanding on what and how actions tobe taken in motivating non-commissionedofficers with a Likert scale ranging from 1(Not very well) to 5 (Very well). Toexamine motivating NCOs among militarycommanders, a general question was askedto rate how satisfied are the NCOsmotivated by their military commanders inthe infantry regiments with a Likert scaleranging from 1 (Not very satisfied) to 5(Very satisfied). The respondents are theNCOs (lower ranks who are notcommissioned as officers in the military) inthe Malaysian Infantry. A total of 379

respondents, based on Krejcie and Morgan(1970) sample size table participated in thesurvey.
Data Analysis and FindingsA descriptive analysis conducted illustratesthat the data obtained was normallydistributed as the p value was greater thanthe alpha value of .05 for conceptual,contextual and operational knowledgeamong military commanders in the RMR,RRR and BR. The normality of thedistribution of data is depicted in Table 1.Reliability and validity of the survey scaleare analyzed to establish the goodness ofdata. The reliability and validity ofknowledge scale are inspected todetermine how well the items in the set arepositively correlated to each other(Sekaran, 2003). To determine reliability,Cronbach’s alpha coefficient scale of 0.7and above based on George et al (2006)and DeVellis (2003), rule of thumb wasused. Since the respondents are only 36, asplit-half reliability test was conductedusing the same items and the sameresponse format as it reflects thecorrelation between the two halves of theinstrument to determine the reliability ofthe measure. The result of the split-halfreliability test is shown in Table 2. Inexamining the reliability test results, allitems indicated positive and the Cronbach’salpha obtained was above 0.7, indicating agood internal consistency. Furthermore,the degree each item correlated with thetotal score is above 0.3, indicating a goodmeasure of scale (Pallant, 2010).
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Table 1: Tests of Normality for Level of Knowledge among Military Commanders in

Motivating NCOs in Managing Motivation

Corp Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-WilkLevel of Knowledge Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.
conceptualknowledge RMR 0.196 23 0.023 0.920 23 0.066RRD 0.187 8 0.200* 0.877 8 0.175BR 0.231 5 0.200* 0.881 5 0.314contextualknowledge RMR 0.195 23 0.024 0.916 23 0.056RRD 0.228 8 0.200* 0.835 8 0.067BR 0.300 5 0.161 0.883 5 0.325operationalknowledge RMR 0.211 23 0.009 0.919 23 0.064RRD 0.250 8 0.150 0.860 8 0.120BR 0.300 5 0.161 0.883 5 0.119

Table2: Reliability Statistics for Level of Knowledge in Motivating NCOsCronbach's Alpha Part1 Value 0.825N of Items 6aPart2 Value 0.813N of Items 6bTotal N of Items 12Correlation Between Forms 0.958Spearman-BrownCoefficient Equal Length 0.979Unequal Length 0.979Guttman Split-Half Coefficient 0.977a. The items are: knowledge question 1, knowledge question 2, knowledge question 3,knowledge question 4, knowledge question 5, and knowledge question 6.b. The question items are: knowledge question 7, knowledge question 8, knowledge question9, knowledge question 10, knowledge question 11, and knowledge question 12.
The test of the homogeneity of variance asshown in Table 3 illustrates that there is nodifference in the variance of the mean inthe level of knowledge in motivating NCOsamong military commanders. This isbecause the Levene statistic obtained forconceptual knowledge was valued (F) of1.188 and the corresponding p value of0.318, for contextual knowledge is valued

(F) of 1.721 and the corresponding p valueof 0.194 and for operational knowledge isvalued (F) of 0.770 and the corresponding
p value of 0.471. The corresponding pvalues are larger than the alpha value of0.05 which concludes that the variance ofthe mean for the variable for this objectiveis homogeneous.
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Table 3: Test of Homogeneity of Variance in Level of Knowledge in Motivating NCOsLevel of Knowledge LeveneStatistic df1 df2 Sig.

Conceptualknowledge 1.188 2 33 0.318
Contextual knowledge 1.721 2 33 0.194Operationalknowledge 0.770 2 33 0.471

Since both the normality and equality ofvariance were met, a one-way ANOVA wasused to examine the level of knowledge inmotivating NCOs among militarycommanders. The descriptive statistics ofthe One-Way ANOVA was examined for anydifference in the level of knowledge.Levene’s test for homogeneity of variancesas shown in Table 3 indicates that theassumption of homogeneity of variance isnot violated. However, based on theANOVA Table 4, there is no significantdifference in knowledge in motivatingNCOs among military commanders in RMR,RRR and BR group because thecorresponding p values obtained forconceptual, contextual and operationalknowledge between groups are greater

than the alpha value of 0.05. This concludesthat knowledge in motivating NCOs amongmilitary commanders in the MalaysianInfantry is similar. Although the alphavalues for contextual and operationalknowledge in Table 4 are approximately0.05, the mean difference in the multiplecomparison in Table 5 does not indicateany differences among the groups; RMR,RRR and BR. This again indicates thesimilarity in the level of knowledge inmotivating NCOs among militarycommanders in the Malaysian Infantry.Hence, the finding concludes that the levelof knowledge (conceptual, contextual andoperational) in motivating NCOs amongmilitary commanders in RMR, RRR and BRare similar.
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Table 4: Level of Knowledge among Military Commanders in Motivating Non-

Commissioned OfficersANOVALevel of Knowledge Sum ofSquares df MeanSquare F Sig.
conceptualknowledge BetweenGroups 3.589 2 1.794 1.177 .321

WithinGroups 50.300 33 1.524
Total 53.889 35contextualknowledge BetweenGroups 7.489 2 3.744 3.129 .057
WithinGroups 39.484 33 1.196
Total 46.972 35operationalknowledge BetweenGroups 7.599 2 3.800 3.219 .053
WithinGroups 38.957 33 1.181
Total 46.556 35
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Table 5: Multiple Comparison: Level of Knowledge in Motivating

Non-Commissioned OfficersLevel of Knowledge (I) corp (J)corp Mean Difference (I-J) Std.Error Sig.
conceptual knowledge RMR RRD .250 .507 .875BR .800 .609 .398RRD RMR .250 .507 .875BR 1.050 .704 .308BR RMR .800 .609 .398RRD 1.050 .704 .308contextual knowledge RMR RRD .995 .449 .083BR .870 .540 .255RRD RMR .995 .449 .083BR .125 .624 .978BR RMR .870 .540 .255RRD .125 .624 .978operational knowledge RMR RRD .957 .446 .096BR .957 .536 .191RRD RMR .957 .446 .096BR .000 .619 1.000BR RMR .957 .536 .191RRD .000 .619 1.000For motivating NCOs, the descriptiveanalysis reveals that 18.7% rated theirmilitary commanders very satisfied, while44.6% of the respondents rated satisfied,32.2 % rated slightly satisfied and 4.5% notsatisfied. Since 63.3 % of the respondentsrated between very satisfied and satisfiedwhile 36.7% rated between slightlysatisfied and not satisfied for their militarycommanders, the findings illustrates thatnot all military commanders in theMalaysian Infantry are able to motivatetheir NCOs satisfactorily. A graphicalexamination on the skewness and kurtosisvalues, normal Q-Q plot and Z scoredistribution of the data obtained inmotivating NCOs indicates that thedistribution was normal as most of theobserved values fell close to or directly onthe normality line. The test of thehomogeneity of variance denotes that thereis no difference in the variance of the mean

in motivating NCOs by militarycommanders. This is because the Levenestatistic obtained value (F) of 1.950 is smalland the corresponding p value of 0.144 islarger than the alpha value of 0.05.Therefore, it is concluded that the varianceof the mean in motivating NCOs by militarycommanders is homogeneous.Preliminary assumption was conducted toverify for normality and homogeneity ofvariance; no violation was observed. TheANOVA test reveal that there is astatistically significant difference in themean of motivating NCOs by militarycommanders at the corps level (RMR, RRRand BR), F (2, 376) = 4.973, p = 0.007. Theeffect size was calculated as shown belowand eta-squared obtained was η2 = 0.03,indicating that the mean differencebetween regiments is small (Cohen, 1988).
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η2

=
SSB
SST Where

η2 = Eta-squared = effect sizeSSB = Sum of squared for between groupsSST = Total sum of squared
η2 = 6.234

241.937

η2 =     0.03Bonferroni Post Hoc multiple comparisonstest indicate that there is a statisticallysignificance difference in the mean ofmotivating NCOs by military commandersfor the following pairs; RMR (M = 3.82, SD =0.830) and BR (M = 3.45, SD = 0.577)because the mean difference, MD = 0.371and the p value obtained was 0.008, whichis smaller than alpha value of 0.05, and RRR(M = 3.84, SD = 0.791) and BR (M = 3.45, SD= 0.577) because the mean difference, MD =0.388 and the p value obtained was 0.017,which is smaller than alpha value of 0.05.On the other hand, there is no statisticallysignificant difference between RMR (M =3.82, SD = 0.830) and RRR (M = 3.84, SD =0.791) because the mean difference, MD =0.18 is small and the p value obtained was1.000, which is greater than alpha value of0.05. The mean difference obtained inmotivating NCOs by military commandersbetween the three regiments may be smalldue to factors such as similarity incommand and organizational structure, orsimilar military training and careerdevelopment among the militarycommanders.
DiscussionFirst, the findings of this study indicate thatthere was no significant difference in thelevel of knowledge in motivating NCOsamong military commanders in the corps(RMR, RRR and BR) because the

corresponding p values obtained forconceptual, contextual and operationalknowledge between groups was greaterthan the alpha value of 0.05 and the meandifference in the multiple comparison tabledid not indicate any differences among thegroups; RMR, RRR and BR. Hence, thefindings conclude that the level ofknowledge (conceptual, contextual andoperational) in motivating NCOs amongmilitary commanders in RMR, RRR and BRare similar. The result implies that thegeneral military courses the militarycommanders have undergone as part oftraining and development are sufficient forthem to have the knowledge in motivatingtheir subordinates. Second, the findings inmotivating NCOs indicate that 63.3% of therespondents rated their militarycommanders between very satisfied andsatisfied while 36.7% rated betweenslightly satisfied and not satisfied. Thisresult implies that not all militarycommanders in the Infantry are able tomotivate their NCOs satisfactorily Anassumption is that factors relating toexperience may have an influence on thedifference in motivating NCOs. Thisassumption is supported by the studies ofHitt and Tyler (1991), Thomas et al (1991)and Moynihan and Pandey (2007a) whichstate that age has an influence over themanner a job or task is carried out and thatit reflects experience gained as onematures in an organization. In addition,Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1998) alsoindicate the influence of age factor overorganizational leader’s behavior andattitudes. The age factor is also associatedwith individual experience and personalknowledge accumulated which has aninfluence over a leader’s action in theorganization (Wagner et al, 1984; Konradand Hartmann, 2002, Kakabadse andKakabadse, 1998; Moynihan and Pandey,2007). These researches illustrate arelationship between age and experiencegained over time (maturity), and reflects apositive view on leader’s behavior andattitude in their job responsibility.
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Moreover, Chia and Holt (2008), Zhang etal (2010) and Zollo and Writher (2007)assert that experience reflected in age is anessential element of knowledge and thuslinks a relationship between age andknowledge. Length of time in organizationand length of time in job position (tenure)is another factor associated with age andjob attitude where length of time spent inthe organization reflects the developmentof experience (Wiersema and Bird, 1993).This relates to the ability of a leader tomanage human resource (Finkelstein andHambrick, 1990; Pfeffer, 1993). Thesestudies relate that the ability of a leader liesin the experience accumulated leading toknowledge enhancement which isexpressed in Moynihan and Pandey (2007),Chia and Holt (2008) and Zhang et al(2010) studies.
ConclusionIn summary, the results empiricallyillustrate that although all militarycommanders have a similar level ofknowledge, not all are able to put theknowledge into practice in motivating theirNCOs satisfactorily. Next, the difference inthe ability of military commanders inmotivating NCOs could be influenced byexperience reflected from age, maturityand length of time in job position (Wagneret al, 1984; Konrad and Hartmann, 2002,Kakabadse and Kakabadse, 1998;Moynihan and Pandey, 2007). Since studieson motivation in the Malaysian Infantry arelimited, this study proposes furtherresearch to determine, i) whetherexperience reflected as age, maturity andlength of time in job position influences theability to motivate NCOs among militarycommanders; and ii) military commanderswho are able to motivate NCOssatisfactorily and elicit relevant knowledgefrom them for learning and trainingpurposes. This will also assist the currentand potential military commanders toenhance their human resourcemanagement function in the military.
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